This pa.per proposes a new method for coinputing sta.te deadbeat feedback gains from systems given in the sta.ircase form. The proposed method uses only manipuhtions of given mat,rices and hence is more direct than the existing one which requires orthogonal transformat,ions repea.tedly. The paper also shows that Olie obtained gain is LQ opt.ima.1 for soiiie weighting matrices.
Introduction
As is widely recognized, it is by no means trivial to compute stat,e deadbeat, ga.ins in a numerically stable way. Emami-Naemi et al. [2] have proposed a method based on t,he linear quadratic (LQ) control theory. Dooren [I] 1ia.s computed, by repertt,ing conversion of a. given sysbem, t8he deadbeat ga.in t,ogether with the result,ing nilpotent, state-t,ransit,ion matrix. Both of these methods have excellent numerical reliability.
In actual comput,a.tion, however, t,he above met.hods are not stra.ig1itformard in the following sense. In the LQ method [ 2 ] , we need to solve the discrete-time R i c a t i equation for a specia.lly chosen pair of weighting matrices. This is rather indirect and a.rtificia1 heca,use bhose weigltbings have a less physical mea.ning as a. cont,rol performance. On the other ha.nd, in the method of [I] we have to comput,e the nilpot.ent, ma.trix a.nd orthogona.1 ma.trices, which are not essentia.1 for the coniputation of the ga.in.
In this paper we propose a. new met,liocl for computing the deadbeat, ga,in more directly t1ia.n [l] . As a result, this met8hod reduces bot,li computational time and theoret,ica,l complexity. Furthermore, it. is shown t.ha,t the obtained feedback ga.in is LQ opt,imal for some weighting ma.trices.
Thus the present, approach has both of the advaiihges of the above two methods.
Main Resu
Consider a reachable system
No assumption is ma.de on nonsiagularit,y of F,. As in [l] and [2], we start by converting (F,, Go) into t,he so-called staircase form:
where p is the reachability index, A p has full row rank r p , the diagonal element matrices Fpp are rp x rp, and the rest are of compatible sizes. It is well kno\vn that the form ( 3 ) can easily be obtained via orthogonal transformations. Now we compute the deadbeat gain directly from ( 2 ) . In order to explain the recursive nature of the algrorithm, we first define a sequence of smalier matrices
Namely, &+, is embedded into the preceding F,,.
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(4)
Here, A-denotes any right inverse of the matrix A . THEOREM 1. The feedback gain (4) achieves minimal time deadbeat control.
Outline of Proof.
The closed-loop statetransition matrix is
F -G I I = [ -? ] F (by ( 2 ) , (4)) ( 5 )
with -denoting similarity.
sively, we finally obtain Proceeding recur-
. A] ( 6 ) * i.e., a block triangular form. Hence (4) achieves minimal time deadbeat control (see [ l ] ) . 0 Note that in actual computation, we do not have to perform similarity transformations (5) and (6). We need only to compute K,, . . . , K1 according to (4).
LQ Optimality
Now let us show that the gain (4) is optimal for some weightings. To this end, we give a criterion for optimality in a more general form. 
Hence we have
On the other hand, let w(z) be the return difference matrix of the LQ optimal gain for Q and R. Then satisfies the Kalman equation
where fl is the solution of the corresponding Riccati equation. In view of (10) and (11) we can readily show that K = by slightly modifying the technique in [3] . 0
The deadbeat gain (4) clearly satisfies (7) for L := Kz, and hence it is LQ optimal.
Conclusion
We have shown that the gain (4) achieves deadbeat control and is also LQ optimal. Although we do not have to solve Riccati equation for any weightings, our feedback gain belongs to the class of optimal control as in [2] 
